How industry trends influence software engineering education: a mapping study

Abstract—Contemporary approaches and trends in software engineering courses have been continuously updated over the last four decades. Adaptation to industry needs is crucial for future educational purposes and vice versa. Tech startups have become a driving force in the economy and a major industry trend. The goal of this paper is first to critically assess how contemporary industry trends and in particular, tech startups have influenced the updating of software engineering curricula. The second goal is to evaluate the contribution of industry and in particular, tech startups, processes and models in present learning approaches. The third goal addresses how stakeholders have helped in the infusion of industry trends and in particular, in tech startup approaches in academia. This study is a systematic literature mapping. A total of 138 papers were selected based on education goals, research, and contribution type. Of the primary education topics, 78% were related to teaching strategies, 9% to globalization and training methods, and less than 5% to tech startup and industry innovation. Common stakeholders accounting for the change are students, researchers, and lecturers and project managers, product owners, customers, and clients from industry. This study showed that industrial models or methods involving Agile and Scrum have been widely adopted. Less investigated areas that have recently become common industry trends, such as tech startup models adopting lean methodology, require further attention and might create opportunities for updating the curricula. We discuss future model possibilities for exploiting tech startups as a means for renewing future capstone courses.

Index Terms—software engineering courses, teaching approaches, mapping study, tech startups

I. INTRODUCTION

Software engineering (SE) learning approaches have continuously evolved over the last few decades [1]. The driving force has primarily been the industry demand for skilled employees [2] and academic concern about teaching relevant topics [3, 4]. Important recommendations have long been available from the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) [5], including extensive experience in software engineering curricula. Efforts are also being made in the context of Computing Curricula of 2020, where SE plays an important role [6]. However, emulation of the industry environment within the academic setting still poses challenges to overcome. The following gaps were identified in [7]: lack of a real product, short duration, high turnover, low sophistication, no or little maintenance, and missing customers. Academia has tried to fill these gaps, as well as other issues, related to student readiness to fulfill industry requirements, mentioned in [8], by developing courses that have a longer duration or rely on capstone projects or flipped classrooms. In these cases, graduate student projects in software engineering-related courses adopt the idea of prototyping through industry customer-driven [9, 10], free and open source software (FOSS) [11], play money [12], startup, innovation, and creativity-driven [13], on-site or online training platforms [14, 15] or other models or methods exploiting agile or scrum methodology at the local or global scale [16, 17]. However, the non-realistic toy project has been considered to bring more harm [18] than help.

The software industry is also a driving force of the economy. Not all industry approaches, however, have the same performance. A recent trend in the industry is tech startups, with high growth potential [19], supported by the lean startup method [20]. Tech startups adopt rapid prototyping by developing a minimum viable product (MVP), which is then fine-tuned according to business needs. Lean methodology as a business practice has also been proven to be effective in software engineering classes [21].

Recent publications [22, 23, 24] suggest that software engineering students should be combined with entrepreneurship students into interdisciplinary teams that act on a tech startup-driven model. This approach, despite its challenges (intellectual property, legal, etc.), might be an emerging candidate for motivating students to deliver more realistic products. It promotes the recommendations of the Agile Manifesto [25], for face-to-face communication and external pressure. Moreover, the set of skills for software developers has drastically changed over time. It requires understanding of not only coding in a polyglot pattern but also teamwork and creative and innovative thinking.

The primary goals of this paper are to identify the influence of contemporary industry trends and in particular tech startups, as an economic driving force [64] in software engineering in education (SEE), identify the inclination of the SEE toward models or processes adopted from industry and in particular, tech startups, identify how the primary stakeholders have influenced the adoption of the SEE curricula for industry and in particular, tech startup requirements, and identify future tech startup-oriented models, frameworks, and relevant stakeholders, inducing further updating SEE curricula, in addition to narrowing the gap with industry requirements.

The 138 papers selected for review were classified by the SEE goal, research, and contribution type. Publication trends and sources were also evaluated to understand the evolution and quality of the research conducted.

We examined the efforts made and research gaps in tech and software startups inclusion in academia [26, 24, 27, 28] and in the adoption of lean methodology as a teaching method. This helped us pinpoint an encouraging future research direction,
apart from evaluating a broad overview of the state-of-the-art trends in SEE influenced by industry.

In the second section, we explain the systematic mapping approach we used to select the papers. In the third section, we analyze the results and answer the research questions. In the fourth section, we discuss the findings and the limitations of the research. In the fifth section, we conclude and propose future research opportunities.

II. BACKGROUND

The software engineering discipline has evolved during the past 40 years, guided by the Software Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK) [29]. Academia has constantly funneled computer science students to the industry with appropriate skills to excel in their jobs.

However, the software industry has transitioned to adapting to market needs, in providing high-quality products within a reasonable time to market. Agile methodology has proved efficient and has overcome some important challenges (e.g., face-to-face communication and requirement iteration).

During the last two to three decades, a trend in the software industry have been tech and software startups. In most cases, lean methodology leads to early exploration of the market needs and development of the MVP. The two are discussed further in the next sections.

1) Startups: A startup is commonly defined as an entrepreneurial or business venture. The primary goal is to meet a marketplace need by developing a viable business model for products, services, processes, or platforms. The failure rate of startups is commonly high; however, successful startups have had a major impact on the industry [30]. Startups undergo several development phases: Ideation (Product or Service idea), Concepting (Mission and Vision), Commitment (Team with the initial product), Validation (Iteration and testing the initial idea), Scaling (Focus on key performance indicators), and Establishment (Increasing growth and market potential).

The ecosystem is a primary factor in startup survival and growth. It usually consists of different entities such as incubators, entrepreneurial schools, accelerators, large companies, government programs (embracing mentors or advisors), and local or global markets. The ecosystem usually fits the startup development stage. Funding is also crucial for the survival of a startup. Funding is commonly based on self-contributions, in the form of self-investment (by bootstrapping between jobs) or loans (from relatives or friends). Other funding options in the early stage of startup formation can come from pre-seed or crowd funding. In later stages, when an MVP has been developed and iteration with the market is a must (do or die approach), the need for larger funding amounts from venture capitalists (VCs) and angel investors (AIs) becomes obvious. Finally, if the startup has developed a fully operational product or service, then the market, either local or global, decides the startups growth potential.

Figure 1 gives a broad overview of the startup development phases, funding options, and survival ecosystem.

2) Lean Startups: A lean startup is a methodology for developing businesses and products. It focuses on shortening the product development cycle, through iterative product releases, market experimentation, and validation. Meeting the needs of early customers should reduce later failure risks of large investments. Teams that adopt a lean startup strategy usually develop a continuously changing MVP [31].

3) Student context: Software engineering students usually focus primarily on computer science. Their careers are oriented toward well-established and large companies, where training is common for providing software engineering skills (Languages and frameworks, Tools, Program understanding, Programming experience) for lower-level employees. Decision making is usually part of senior developers or project managers work scope. This leaves little space for them to invest in soft skills (resume building, career planning, communication, teamwork and collaboration, time management, presentation planning, and dealing with learning challenges). Participating or embarking on startup methodology, however, helps students become problem solvers, as well as make fast leadership decisions, through face-to-face communication with end customers. Thus, these employees better develop their soft and technical skills in parallel.

4) Research context: In this paper, we analyze how contemporary industry trends and specifically, tech startup models have influenced the updating of teaching approaches providing a valuable contribution to the industry. Finally, we analyze how commonly accepted stakeholders have participated in improving the process. Figure 2 shows the research perspective we adopt in this mapping study.

An examination and an elaboration of approximately 100 text snippets extracted from about 20 initially reviewed papers are used to obtain major categories inherent in the research context and questions, which are utilized in section three.

III. MAPPING STUDY

Petersen et al. [32], suggested a systematic mapping study provides a structure for the type of research reports and results that have been published by categorizing them. The first step of the process involves posing research questions, which then help generate a visual summary of the research results. The other steps involve screening based on keywords, abstracts, metadata, etc. The results help answer the research questions. The primary focus of a systematic mapping study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Early Stage Formation</th>
<th>Validation</th>
<th>Growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idea Product or Service</td>
<td>Concept Proposal</td>
<td>Validation Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept Proposal</td>
<td>Lean Startup Model</td>
<td>Establishment Scale Up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding Options: Self-investment</td>
<td>Running Ecosystem Incubators/Entrepreneurial Schools</td>
<td>Solid Market Revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding Options: External Investment</td>
<td>Running Ecosystem Accelerators</td>
<td>Local or Global</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Startup ecosystem, development and lifecycle phases.
is to identify gaps in the research area under investigation. Figure 3 represents the systematic mapping process [32].

**A. Research Questions and Search Strategy**

The first goal of this study is to analyze publications concerning SEE to show the present approaches and best learning practices adopted within the last 5 years. The focus is how industry trends (in particular, tech startups) have influenced learning methods for improving student skill readiness for the industry. We defined six research questions that are reported in Table I.

The primary sources used in this study are reported in Table IX. The sources are those most commonly used in investigating software engineering-related publications.

According to the systematic mapping process, conducting research involves identifying the search string. Population, intervention, comparison, and outcome (PICO) criteria are
How publications have evolved over time? What are the research and publication trends?

The fifth question shows the evolution of the publications concerning the subject under study.

In which bibliographical sources are they published?

The sixth question evidences the different sources where articles concerning learning methods have been published. This consideration is important to evaluate the actual impact the research has had in SEE.

The search process took place from May to August 2018. The same search string was applied to the same meta-data (title or complete text) of each paper from all the sources reported in Table IX.

Publications were restricted those published within the last 5 years (2014 to 2018). This timeframe is discussed in the section on the limitations of the study and their threats to validity trade-off.

### B. Screening papers for inclusion and exclusion

The screening process identified the most relevant articles based on the research questions in Table I and this mapping study. For each study found with the search string, we decided whether to include it by considering the title, abstract, and keywords. The inclusion and exclusion criteria are reported in Table IV.

A total of 1363 articles published during the past 5 years were identified. Most of the publications were found in the ACM/IEEE digital libraries. Phase 1 involved further filtering based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria (remaining 163 articles). To ensure we did not overlook any important materials, additional searches, guided by the established criteria, were performed directly on key conference and workshop proceedings (ICSE, ITiCSE, ICGSE, and SEEM) and others reported in Table IX, producing a further 14 studies. In phase 2, duplicate articles (16) were removed, and another 23 articles based on the abstract, subtitles, or full paper content were found in phase 3. The remaining articles totaled 138, which can be retrieved from [33]. All the steps and statistics are shown in Figure 4. Further the mapping involved assignment of keywords based on the abstract whenever it was clearly stated and in particular cases the review involved also reading of the introduction and conclusion sections.
### TABLE IV
SCREENING CRITERIAS FOR THE PAPERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Included (when meeting 1 out of 4 criterias)</th>
<th>Excluded (when meeting 1 out of the 3 criterias)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Studies related to SEE, industry training or courses adopting one or more of the teaching strategies (customer-driven, innovation driven, globalization driven etc.).</td>
<td>Studies not concerning software engineering but discussing the techniques in a different engineering context.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studies related to SEE, industry training or courses adopting one or more of the software processes/models or methods.</td>
<td>Studies that tangentially mention software engineering for different scopes not directly related to education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best practices and models in Software Engineering reported from conference and open source journal publications that impact education enhancement.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studies that include industrial training or innovation and tech startup as part of the teaching process.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

C. Classification Scheme

To classify the articles, we used the scheme proposed by Petersen et al. [32], who rated classification schemes based on a set of quality attributes [32]: Orthogonality (there are clear boundaries between categories defined based on existing literature), Based on the terminology used in literature (complete, No categories are missing), and Accepted (the community accepts and knows the classification/taxonomy).

During the process, we tried to use keywords that were very close and relevant to the research questions. In Figure 5, we illustrate the classification facets. The first (SEE Goal) is a derivation based on the existing literature in the research context Figure 2. Tech startups adoption of lean methodology has played a key role in classifying the expected outputs from SEE. The influence within the academic context is part of the teaching methods, also influenced by the industry. The other facets are closely related to classification of the primary stakeholders and models, processes, or methods inherent in industry modern or contemporary trends, including tech startups. The last two were also proposed in [32].

![Fig. 5. Classification Scheme](image)

1) **SEE Goal**: There are different approaches for classifying the education goal in SE courses. SEE is often guided either by industry patterns, models, methods, and aims of enhancing student comprehension, as well as improving students soft and engineering skills demanded by the industry. For this study, we focused on particular aspects of the SEE goal facet related to their validity in the industry by filling the gap in academia, reported in Table V.

2) **Stakeholders, Models or Processes, and Methods**: The Stakeholders, Model/Processes, and Methods facet is constructed taking into consideration modern industry and primarily tech startup approaches. They represent a subset of the existing models or processes (Agile, waterfall, iterative, spiral, etc.) or methods. The same applies to the stakeholders that are common in the literature.

3) **Research type**: The research type facet was based on the schema proposed in [34]. It usually contained six categories.
   - **Validation research**: Validation research is not implemented in practice and focuses on the validation of the solution in the lab or simulation scenarios.
   - **Evaluation research**: Evaluation research is implemented in practice and shows the solution implementation and what the consequences of the implementation in an environment are in terms of benefits and drawbacks.
   - **Solution proposal**: A solution proposal is a new technique or a significant extension of an existing technique.

---
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**Fig. 4. Statistics of the selections based on three filtering phases [32]**

**TABLE V**
SEE CATEGORIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teaching strategies with validity to industry</td>
<td>Improved comprehension of industry methods such as agile (scrum), prototyping, lean and teaching strategies capstone projects, gamification, customer-driven, free open source software, inverted classrooms etc. Soft, programming, engineering skills embracing validity to industry needs.</td>
<td>Improved comprehension of industry methods such as agile (scrum), prototyping, lean and teaching strategies capstone projects, gamification, customer-driven, free open source software, inverted classrooms etc. Soft, programming, engineering skills embracing validity to industry needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globalization of SE</td>
<td>Multinational vs. local environment.</td>
<td>Multinational vs. local environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE Training Methods</td>
<td>Developing skills with focused tech oriented online Resources eg. MooC etc. Academic courses incorporated with company training classes.</td>
<td>Developing skills with focused tech oriented online Resources eg. MooC etc. Academic courses incorporated with company training classes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Philosophical proposal: This proposal shows a point of view regarding the subject without the preciseness of a solution proposal.

Opinion paper: An opinion paper reports the authors opinion of what is good or bad.

Experience paper: An experience paper reports on personal experiences from a real-life project.

4) Contribution type: The contribution type categories were derived from Petersen et al. [32]. We adopted the following for this mapping study:

- Tool: Papers proposing a tool related to SEE.
- Model or Method: Papers describing a new or existing model or method. Agile and Prototyping are identified as models, while Scrum, XP, and Kanban are identified as methods in SE.
- Framework: Papers proposing frameworks in SEE.
- Survey: Papers exposing techniques utilized in SEE but in which no solution is proposed.
- Ontology: Papers proposing an ontology for identifying and discussing the information that will be exchanged to preserve SEE.
- Testbed: Papers proposing a testbed that enables researchers to study different aspects of SEE.

IV. ANALYZING RESULTS FOR ANSWERING RQS

We classified the papers based on the categories described in each facet to discuss the six research questions. The findings related to the research questions are discussed in the following subsections.

RQ1: How have contemporary industry trends and in particular tech startups influenced teaching strategies?

To answer this question, the SEE goal facet, discussed in the Background section, was created. The results are shown in Table VI. Most of the papers deal with teaching strategies that are valid for industry soft or technical skills (77.5%). The authors discussed different models or methods for improving SE students understandability of industry practices. Some of the commonly used techniques were problem/project driven learning (PBL) [35] and customer-driven based on FOSS [36] adopted to Capstone project courses [37, 38], play/gamification of course content [39, 12], and flipped classrooms [40].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEE Goal</th>
<th>Number of papers</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teaching strategies with Validity to the Industry</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>77.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Tech Startups</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry Innovation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE Training Methods</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globalization of SE</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Validity for industry is a major indicator when teaching strategies are proposed. Most publications discussed several aspects related to connecting classroom and industry, for technical and soft skills.

Training as an additional asset of SE education was also discussed in [41]. Training approaches have been considered to have important value when they are conducted at company sites [15, 42] within the education setting. A common approach is online training through massive open online course (MOOC) [14].

Globalization of SE, involving global software engineering (GSE) or global software development (GSD), is one of the most recent trends encountered in the literature. Beecham et al. reported an eminent need to address this teaching strategy in recent publications [43, 44]. Others suggested how Agile through Scrum methodology can adopt to GSE/GSD [45].

Tech startups as part of education for millennials [46] have been indicated to be a new emerging strategy primarily emphasized by Buffardi et al. Publications [23] emphasized the realistic education setting obtained with this approach. The tech startup model has been experimented with by software engineering and entrepreneurship students in [47], where further contribution to new tech startup formation has been claimed. Industry innovation in the context of SEE has barely made any realistic contribution.

During the investigation process, we identified the major approaches used in SEE based on best practices in industry trends, answering RQ1.

RQ2: How models/processes adopted from industry and in particular tech startups, adopting lean methodology, have influenced software engineering courses?

The most recently adopted model in industry and academia is Agile, commonly combined with Scrum methodology. This was reported in more than 70% of the reviewed publications. The context in academia is multifold, including GSE [17, 48], inverted classrooms [49], capstone projects [50] and even SEE for millennial students including tech startups [51]. Other methods, such as Kanban or XP, have been adopted in capstone courses [50].

Lean methodology adopted from business is becoming a new trend for improving SEE [28] usually combined with tech startups and emphasized by Heggen et al. for millennial students [46].

During the investigation, we observed that most recent publications in 2017 and 2018 addressed tech startups as a new important trend for updating SEE curricula, answering RQ2.

RQ3: How have stakeholders influenced in enhancing software engineering curricula according to industry best practices?

To answer RQ3, we had to review most of the publications. The primary actors were identified from flipped classroom models, capstone courses relying on project-based learning, global SE or customer-driven courses involving mainly students, (academic or industry) instructors, teachers, or coaches, project managers/product owners, industry professionals/project leaders, and end customers or clients. When an industry role is missing, it is either covered by
the internal university staff (e.g., clients) [52] or the course instructors. This simulation was partially efficient due to the lack of real external pressure. However, a better proposal was made by Heggen et al. in [46], where the course blends internship and summer jobs with the SE course, in order to provide millenial students with useful soft and technical skills. Moreover, it is important to understand that real projects have many constraints and involve more actors, and simulation with pseudo-budgets or play money [12] or prototyping [53] might not be enough. Software end product quality and maintenance are important aspects of SE. Few considered the impact of the realistic aspect of the course setting in delivering appropriate teaching strategies. Moreover, the proposed models should take care that simulations provide realistic stakeholder participation to obtain valid learning enhancement. Tech startups, moderately investigated for millenial students, as reported by Buffardi et al. in [22, 23, 51], have a strong foundation in adopting lean and Scrum methodologies. They are a promising industry trend, and other stakeholders (entrepreneurs, innovation centers, and accelerators) could become part of SE courses. A good mapping of the different actors was provided in [54] where external industry stakeholders are considered to play a key role.

RQ4: What are the recently proposed research and contribution type?

Some of the results from the contribution and research type facet are presented in Table VII. When considering the classification based on contribution type, models or methods were the most common scenario encountered in the publications (72.3%), and they were primarily matched with validation research. This means that most models or methods were evaluated within the studies by simulating industry scenarios with an experimental classroom setting. Holmes et al. [35] proposed experimenting with free open source software. Bruegge et al. [10] emphasized the importance of conducting customer-driven courses with real industrial clients. Other authors experimented with gamification [55], global SE [45], innovation [24], as well as tech startups adoption of lean methodology [23, 56].

Models or methods have been implemented in real-life case studies with positive outcomes. For example, [11, 57] proposed FOSS in conjunction with industry projects to enhance students soft and technical skills. [58] proposed the use of a maturity model adopted from industry within a software engineering course. Many similar proposals showed a shift in the models adopted, long utilized in industry within the SEE curricula. The other papers involved surveys conducted to derive theories from empirical data. Common use of such theories was then encapsulated within the teaching strategies reported in the mapping done later in the section. For example, [50] analyzed the outcome of capstone projects for students. Around 6% of the papers were related to tools, involving serious gaming [59], course assessment [60], and global software engineering [61]. However, almost no publications were related to testbeds or ontologies. These papers represented means, exchange of knowledge, or establishment of ecosystem to develop further or preserve/transfer SEE knowledge.

Classification based on research type indicates that many publications were related to validation research (62%), followed by evaluation research and solution proposals, shown in Table VIII. Prototyping solutions have been proposed, and scholars attempted to validate the prototypes within isolated classroom environments. For example, [40] validated Scrummage within a class experiment. Others simulated scenarios in the global software engineering setting [62, 63] relied on bare experimental constraints and exploited different approaches (gaming or scrum) for capstone projects. However, many case studies were also conducted in correlation with industry demands and actual implementations evaluated in real-life scenarios. They mainly represented evaluation research (12%) conducted in strong collaboration with industry. For example, [64] emphasized with a real case study project academia-industry collaboration effects for software engineering graduates. This study is useful for justifying why new collaborations driven by industry trends should also be made available to academia in a progressive manner. Other publications implemented collaborations through industry instructors [52] or reported experiences in considering internal university entities as customers [65], in capstone courses.

Philosophical and opinion papers made up the smallest number of publications.

To observe the relations between the different facets, we mapped the results for one facet against those for another and present the outcomes in bubble plots reported in Figure 6. The SEE goal is compared against the contribution and research proposals. Most papers described teaching strategies that were valid for the industry through models or methods combined with validation research. Although the tech startup model relying on lean methodology is a recent trend, very little research has addressed this trend.
**RQ5: How publications have evolved over time? What are the research and publication trends?**

Based on our search of the last 5 years, from 2014 to 2018, about 50% (65) of the papers were published in 2017 and 2018, Figure 7.

The number of publications declined slightly in 2015 but then increased quickly in 2017 and 2018. This trend was observed in almost every single category: validation research, evaluation research, solution proposals and philosophical, opinion, and experience papers.

**RQ6: In which bibliographical sources are they published?**

The main sources were conferences and workshops, about 85%, and the remaining, about 15%, were research journals. There was a wide range of sources for the publications, but high-quality software engineering and computer science education conferences or journals provided most relevant papers for this study. Publications in journals such as ACM Transactions on Computing Education (TOCE) and Journal of Systems and Software have discussed topics important in the involvement of industrial clients, as well as efficiently implement agile methods and teamwork in SE courses [10]. Other publications in IEEE Software and British Journal of Educational Technology put focus on Global Software Engineering as an imminent need to prepare future SE students [44] and MOOCs as a tool that can transform SE learning on a global scale [14].

Tech startups [22] and adopting lean methodology in SE courses [28] have been identified as an emerging trend in recent high level workshop and conference publications; such as ACM/IEEE International Workshop on Software Engineering for Millennials in 2018 and International Conference on Software Engineering: Software Engineering Education and Training Track (ICSE-SEET) in 2017.

Table IX provides an overview where part of the 138 selected papers were published. We checked the quality of the most important sources based on the Journal Citation Reports (JCR) [66], indicating the journal impact factor (JIF), the Norwegian register of scientific journals, series and publishers (NSD) [67], indicating journal and conference scientific level (SL), and the Scimago Journal Rank [68], indicating the journal or conference H-index.

The quality reports validity is considered between the 2014-2017. Due to the large number of conferences we advise the reader to consult the full list from [33].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Educational Technology Research and Development</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.728</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE Transactions on Education</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.600</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE Software</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.879</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Engineering Education</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.976</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Systems and Software</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.278</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM Transactions on Computing Education (TOCE)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.535</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Journal of Educational Technology</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.729</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computers in Human Behavior</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.536</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Conference on Software Engineering Education and Training (CSEE&amp;T)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontiers in Education Conference (FIE)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Conference on Global Software Engineering Workshops (ICGSEW)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Engineering Education Conference (EDUCON)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Workshop on Software Engineering Education for Millennials</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGCSE Technical Symposium on Computer Science Education</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Conference on Software Engineering: Software Engineering Education and Training (ICSE-SEET)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Conference on Software Engineering</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### V. Discussion

By conducting Systematic Literature Mapping, we identified important fields that are commonly addressed by most of the researchers, including gamification, learning by doing, and real customer projects as part of SE courses to boost students comprehension of the courses.
The main finding is the adoption of industry-relevant methods as part of the teaching approaches (e.g., Agile, Scrum, XP, etc.) was common. Validation and evaluation studies appeared to be more common and involved case studies or implementations. Experience and solution proposals made up a significant part of the contributions.

Innovation and startup driven publications make up a smaller chunk of interest, and this might be particularly critical for SEE following industry trends [19] as the validity to industry of the courses should be continuously addressed. Similar mapping studies [69] showed the present startup diffusion and challenges in industry.

A. Limitations of the Study and Threats to Validity Trade-off

This study suffers from several threats to validity. In terms of time and data validity, the dataset was collected from state-of-the-art publications only.

Conclusion validity occurred due to subjective criteria defined by the researcher. The research and conclusions were based on expectations. The construct validity mainly related to identifying primary papers only, or a lack of further investigation in other digital resources. Internal validity due to data analysis based on the systematic mapping of abstracts can be mitigated from a more complete literature review. External validity can occur when generalizing results. We drew conclusions based on the mapping study only, so this threat was mitigated [70].

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In the paper, we performed a systematic mapping study of the literature in software engineering in education primarily based on tech startups. The research questions helped us observe that common trends, such as customer driven, gamification driven, learning by doing, innovation driven, and problem/project-based learning, have largely been adopted in combination with capstone, flipped classroom, or blended learning courses.

A thorough analysis was conducted by reading the different papers and classifying them based on the SEE goal, research type, and contribution type facets. In most cases, we found that teaching strategies for students throughout the models, methods, and surveys were the primary goal. However, emerging trends in the software industry, such as tech startups adopting lean methodology, are becoming part of SEE. Recent conference publications have posed important unexplored gaps for future research, such as, how to converge tech startup utilizing lean methodology in SEE? What challenges will students encounter, and how to tackle them? How have the skillset and employability requirements changed for millennial students?

A focus in this area might lead to important research, where students can actually develop appropriate skills, due to the many other realistic stakeholders involved in this model. Entrepreneurs, Venture Capitalists (VCs), Angel Investors (AlIs), and many other parts of incubation and acceleration centers should be mentioned. All put pressure to create successful prototypes with limited time and resources.

While observing continuous integration between teaching strategies and existing models or methods, we propose a combined model among GSE and tech startups. For successful startups it is inevitable that during some point in the lifecycle to enter a high-growth phase. The model would raise the question: How can tech startups foster Global Software Engineering as a tool for teaching realistic capstone courses? We believe that important benefits can be derived from teaching future students not only how to conduct themselves in an ever-growing distributed global environment but also how to think creatively and come up with innovative ideas.
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